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recoognition as thee texture classsification. How
wever, both of them
are time-consumiing. It has diffficulties in reaal-time applicaation.
w method whhich makes a good
Theerefore, we caarry out a new
tradde-off betweenn accuracy annd time. Our method
m
consissts of
traiining part andd testing part. First, we findd Harris corneers on
the images. Thenn, we extractt Gabor featurre on these Harris
H
rners. After thhat, we use the
t texture feeature to trainn our
corn
classsifier. At the testing part, w
we also detectt the Harris coorners
on the input imaage and extract Gabor featture. Finally, SVM
classsifier is usedd to give a reesult for the iinput image. Fig.1
shoows the flow chhart of our meethod.

Abbstract—A new
w fast font recognition meth
hod based on H
Harris
corrners is propossed in this pap
per. Accordingg to our observvation,
wee find out thatt the font disccriminative infformation is m
mainly
hid
dden in some interesting pooints of characcters. Based oon this
disscovery, we exttract the texturre feature of th
he interesting p
points.
Th
he Harris corrners are extrracted as the interesting p
points.
Exxperimental reesults show thaat our method
d is 20 times faster
thaan the traditional Gabor features based m
method while keeeping
an almost equal aaccuracy.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

OCR has beeen studied forr many years. A lot of prooblems
aboout character recognition haave been solveed while littlee work
aboout font reccognition is reported. Foont recognitioon is
neccessary in manny occasions. First, OCR syystem’s perform
mance
will benefit from
m font inform
mation. Differeent fonts will make
thee character rrecognition diifficult. If thhe font is knnown,
diffferent fonts will
w be converrted into a speecific font. Thhus, it
cann make the character reecognition easier. Second,, font
reccognition is a ppart of docum
ment analysis. T
Title and mainn body
aree usually editeed in differentt fonts, so thaat OCR system
m can
disstinguish the document laayout on this bias. Third, it is
neccessary for ddocument recoovery. Sometiimes, we nott only
neeed to get the document conntent, but alsoo need to knoow the
typpeface.
In western character fielld, most methhods are baseed on
typpographical feeatures extraccted by meanss of local atttribute
anaalysis. Cooperrman [2] usedd some local ddetectors to gget the
fonnt properties, ssuch as serif, bboldness, etc. Shi and Pavliddis [3]
vieewed word lenngth and strokee slopes as fonnt feature. Zraamdini
andd Ingold’s [44] method waas also basedd on typograpphical
feaatures.

Figure 1. The flow chart of font identificattion system.

II.

Feature extraaction is a ccrucial processs in the fielld of
com
mputer vision. Gabor featuree has been prooved as an effi
ficient
andd robust featurre in font idenntification. However, it’s noot fast
enoough. A practtical system usually
u
asks for fast and good
featture. We proopose a modiified method which can get
g a
satiisfactory perfoormance in reecognition acccuracy and runnning
tim
me. The followiing section wiill illustrate thee feature extraaction
proocess in detail.

Western charracter is quite different from
m Chinese charracter.
Chhinese charactters have no typographicall attributes suuch as
serrif which is the intrinsic property of w
western charaacters.
Reesearchers worrking on Chinnese characterrs have put foorward
som
me different methods.
m
In C
Chinese charaacter field, Zhhu and
Taan [1] used a group of Gabbor filters to extract the im
mage’s
texxture feature. The method rrequests the innput image is a text
bloock which is combined
c
by a few charactters. Ding’s m
method
[5]] can work onn a single Chinnese character.. Ding extracteed the
waavelet feature as font featuure. Both of them viewedd font
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FON
NT FEATURE

A. Find interestting points
In our paper, we view font recognition prroblem as a teexture
fferent fonts m
mainly
idenntification prooblem. We finnd out that diff
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difffer in some interesting pooints, such as the starting point,
endding point an
and turning point.
p
Font innformation haas no
rellationship withh character orrder. In other word, it’s coontentinddependent. Heence, we focuss on the interessting points, innstead
of a whole imagge. We regard corners as ouur interesting ppoints,
beccause corner is the intersectiion of two edgges and it represents
a ppoint in whicch the directioons of these two edges chhange.
Acccording to ouur observation,, corner and ouur interesting ppoints
(sttarting point, ending point,, turning poinnt and so on)) have
maany same propperties. Corneer detection iss frequently used in
mootion detectionn, image registration, video tracking and object
reccognition. Rossten [6] proviided us with a faster and better
meethod to detectt corners. In thhis paper, we adopt Harris ccorner
dettector to find interesting pooints. Fig.2 shhows the interresting
points by using Harris corner detector. From
m the Fig.2, w
we can
seee that Harris ccorners mainlyy appear in starrting points, tuurning
points and endinng points of a stroke or ovverlapping poiints of
diffferent strokes.
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wheere f , T , and V are the sppatial frequenccy, orientationn, and
sizee of the Gausss window, reespectively. F
For a single Gabor
G
filteer, we need too set the follow
wing parameteers in advancee. The
parrameters are:
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In our papeer, we selectt four orienttations whichh are
f
expeeriment, we chhoose
0D , 45D , 90D and 135D . In the following
4 sccales or 5 scalles in order to explore the reelationship bettween
scaale numbers aand recognitioon rate. We set the maxiimum
ment, first we need
spaatial frequencyy f max as 0.25. In our experim
to calculate
c
the Gabor
G
mask. It’s no need tto make the Gabor
G
winndow size innfinitely large [6]. The size of imagess are
2000 u 200 pixels,, our experim
ments show thhat 15-pixels width
w
for window sizee is enough. If we adopt m
multichannel Gabor
G
mbined by M orientations annd N scales, w
we get
filteer which is com
aD
D-dimensional feature on ann interesting point ( D M u N ).
Suppposed we findd Q interesting points in ann image, we caan get
a Q u D feature m
matrix. The mean
m
values (M
M) and the stanndard
devviations (S) off the feature m
matrix are chossen to represennt the
textture features.

We analyze a lot of sampples and find out that fourr class
points are frequuently in Chinnese characteers. Fig.3 illusstrates
c
fouur typical interresting points of a Chinese character.

Figure 3. Cornerss of different posiitions.

B. Local Gaborr feature
Gabor transfformation is widely used in image prrocess,
esppecially the multichannel
m
Gaabor filtering technique ([8]], [9]).
In the followingg, we will brieffly introduce m
multichannel G
Gabor
filtter technique. The Gabor traansformation iss:

T
There are mainnly three advaantages in ourr feature extraaction
metthod. It has no constraintt on the imaage size or shape.
Com
mpared with tthe method prroposed by [1]], which show
ws the
imaage size is striictly the same size and the image has the same
num
mber characteers, it can run much fa
faster becausee the
inteeresting points is much leess and the pprocess findingg the
inteeresting pointss just takes a liittle time. Gabbor feature baseed on
inteeresting pointss can get a satiisfactory recoggnition rate beccause
it eeliminates the impact of reedundant pixeels which makke no
conntribution in foont recognitionn.

(1)

g ( x, y, f ,T ) denotes G
w
where
Gabor filter. T
The Gabor filteer is:
g ( x, y , f , T )

b

(7)

For a giveen interestingg point, connvolution off the
neigghboring areaa and a singgle Gabor channel will giive a
num
merical value oof the interestiing point.

Figure 2. IInteresting pointss found by Harris corner detector.
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to make calculattion easier, Gaabor filter is uusually divideed into
g
eveen-symmetric part and oddd-symmetric part. For a giving
intteresting point, the ooutput of go ( x, y, f ,T ) and
ge ( x, y, f ,T ) aree combined too provide a sinngle channel ooutput.
Evven-symmetricc part ge ( x, y, f ,T ) and oodd-symmetricc part
go ( x, y, f ,T ) arre:

III.

C
CLASSIFIER

Support Vecttor Machine (SVM)
(
is a supervised
s
leaarning
model with assoociated learninng algorithms that analyze data
andd recognize paatterns, used ffor classificattion and regreession
anaalysis. For sim
mplicity, we usse LIBSVM [77] as our classsifier.
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of aan image as thhe texture featture [1]. Our m
method extractts the
Gabbor feature of
o interesting points. Fig.66 shows fourr text
blocks of differennt size. The chharacter size inn each text bloock is
mined by charracter
fixeed while the text block size is determ
num
mber. Table I shows the
t
experimeental result. The
expperimental resuult is an overaall recognitionn rate of 25 claasses.
In Table I, gaboor_m_n meanss the method is combined by a
grooup of Gabor ffilters which arre m orientatioons and n scales, as
welll as corner_gaabor_m_n. Thhe experimentss in this paper were
all implemented in C++ using Microsoft vissual studio 20110 on
PC.

LIB
BSVM providdes us with linear kernel, polynomial kernel,
k
RB
BF kernel and sigmoid kernnel. We use linnear kernel beecause
linnear kernel getts the highest aaccuracy in ouur experimentss. And
wee set the penaalty coefficiennt as 10. The rest of param
meters
keeep the defaultt values. We select 25 com
mmonly used fonts.
Foor each font, we generatee 1997 imagee samples. Inn our
expperiment, we pput the characcter image toggether to form a text
bloock. We adoptt 300 Tang pooems, 283 Sonng poems andd 1414
esssay sentences as corpus. Thhen, we generaate 1997 text bblocks
forr one font class. For each fonnt, 1000 trainiing samples annd 997
tessting samples aare used.
IV.

DATASET

We edit 38866 commonlly used Chinnese characteers in
Miicrosoft Wordd software withh 25 font stylee. For convennience,
thee document tyypesetting is prredetermined. We finely tunne the
fonnt size, characcter space andd line space inn order to makke the
subbsequent segm
mentation easyy. Second, wee print them oon A4
pappers and use scanner
s
to scann the papers annd save then inn JPG
forrmat. Then, wee convert the JJPG image intto gray-scale image.
Affter that, wee align the gray-scale images by Hough
H
traansformation. F
Finally, we loocate the posittion of text linnes by
dillation methodd. Thus, chaaracters in thhe same line are
connnected whille characters in differentt lines still keep
sepparated. At thee end, we utillize the gray-sscale informattion to
sepparate the chaaracters. In thhis step, we coompute the veertical
proojection profile (VPP). Thhe peak corressponds to thee split
position of two ccharacters. In this method, w
we save the Chhinese
We obtain 255 font
chaaracter one bby one in cerrtain format. W
claasses(Hei, YaHei, XiHeii, YueHei, MeiHei, YaaYuan,
XinngKai, Kai, F
FangSong, Sonng, ZhongSonng, ZongYi, HuoYi,
H
CuuQian, GuangB
Biao, HuangCao, HuPo, LinngXin, Shu, W
WeiBei,
XinnWei, YaoTi,, YouYuan, LiShu,
L
ShuanggXian). A fontt class
conntains 3866 C
Chinese characcters. Fig.4 shhows some saamples
of Kai.
Figure 5. 25 claasses of text blockks.

Figure 4. Kai samples in dataseet.

We use the ssegmentation ccharacters to aassemble text bblock.
Figg.5 presents 225 classes of different fonnt sample. Thhe text
bloock is the sam
me size 200 u 2200 . The betw
ween-characterrs and
bettween-lines sppace can be sett according to our requiremeent.
V.

Figgure 6. Text bloccks of different siize. A text block of
o N*N corresponnds to
an imge w
which has N lines and N characters in each line.

T
TABLE I.

EXPERIIMENTAL RESU
ULTS

RECOGNITION RESSULTS FOR OUR MEETHOD AND ZHU’S IN
DIFFERENT
T SIZE IMAGE

A. Recognition of Different Font
F
mance
Experiments were carried out to examinne the perform
We have used Gabor filters oof 16 channelss or 20
of our method. W
make a
chaannels. We alsso perform Zhhu’s method [1] in order to m
com
mparison. Zhuu’s method exxtracted the gllobal Gabor feature
f

Methods
gabbor_4_4
cornner_gabor_4_4
gabbor_4_5
cornner_gabor_4_5
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2u 2

3u 3

4u 4

5u5

90.778
90.006
94.440
90.778

97.02
97.37
98.36
97.91

98.88
99.14
99.44
99.35

999.23
999.43
999.70
999.57

B. Robust Testing
Noise is inevitable in our real world, so it’s important to
design an algorithm of a good robustness. We add pepper and
salt noise to simulate contaminating effect in the real-world.
We use noise density to measure different noise level.
Supposed the original image from scanner is clean, we add
different level noise to the clean image to generate images at
different noise levels. Fig.7 presents a group of different level
noise images.
NoiseLevel

TABLE II.

number of contaminated pixels
number of total pixels

D. Font confusion
Table IV shows the font confusion matrix for top ten fonts
(the rest of 15 fonts is omitted for the sake of space). The table
can tell us that the most similar fonts are YaHei and YaYuan.
For the sake of the paper layout, we choose the top 10 font
classes. We select 1000 training samples and 997 testing
samples. From the confusion matrix, we can see that 1.81%
YaYuan samples is mistaken for YaHei and 2.11% YaHei
samples is mistaken for YaYuan. Fig.8 shows the YaYuan and
YaHei samples. It’s also difficult for human beings to
distinguish the two fonts. YaHei and YaYuan samples are
similar except the turning places.

(10)

TABLE IV.

RECOGNITION ACCURACY ON DIFFERENT NOISE LEVEL

Methods
gabor_4_4
corner_gabor_4_4
gabor_4_5
corner_gabor_4_5

0

0.02

0.04

0.08

99.24
99.43
99.70
99.57

98.95
97.79
99.45
98.22

98.72
96.01
99.26
96.76

97.97
93.32
98.78
94.58

Classes

FONT CONFUSION MATRIX (PERCENTAGE)

Hei YaHei XiHei YueHei MeiHei YaYuan XingKai

Hei
99.1
YaHei
0.6
XiHei
0
YueHei
0
MeiHei
0
YaYuan
0
XingKai
0
Kai
0
FangSong
0
Song
0

0.9
97.3
0
0.1
0
1.8
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
99.9
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
99.9
0
0
0
0
0

0
2.1
0
0
0
98.2
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0.1
0
1
0
0
0

Kai FangS Song
ong
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

YaHei

Figure 7. Text blocks at four noise level.

Our method can still achieve a recognition rate beyond 90
percent. It shows that our method works well though the
images are severely contaminated.
C. Time testing
Speed is our method’s biggest advantage. As we know,
Gabor feature extraction is time-consuming. We test our
method and Zhu’s in a same way. Table III shows the duration
time. Our method consists of two parts, which are the process
of finding Harris corner and the process of extracting local
Gabor feature. We respectively calculate duration time of them.

YaYuan

Figure 8. Samples of YaHei and YaYuan.

VI.
TABLE III.

RESULT FOR FEATURE EXTRACTION’S TIME TEST

Methods

corner_gabor_4_4corner_gabor_4_5
gabor_4_4 gabor_4_5
corner Gabor corner Gabor

Average time for
per-sample(ms)

451

571

16.6

7.1

16.6

CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a fast method for automatic font
recognition. Our method is content-independent and shapeindependent. The training and testing image samples are not
required to be a same shape because we just extract the texture
feature of the interesting points. At the meanwhile, the feature
extraction process is very fast. It’s 20 times faster than Zhu’s
method [1]. The average recognition accuracy of 25 typefaces
over 20000 samples is almost the same as Zhu’s method.
However, it just spends 23.7ms for a testing sample of 200
pixels by 200 pixels. Its high performance and fast speed
makes the real-time font recognition become possible.

8.9

Our experiments were implemented on a PC with Intel(R)
Core(TM)2 Duo CPU E8400 3.00GHz processor and 2 GB
RAM. In this experiment, we extract the features of 10,000
samples and get an average time for one image, which is
showed in Table III. The image consists of 25 characters (5
rows and 5 columns). Its size is 200 u 200 . The experimental
result shows that our method is approximately 20 times faster
than Zhu’s method.
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